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INVITED REVIEW

Nonsurgical facial tightening after a fractional noninsulated
microneedling radiofrequency treatment in Asians
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Abstract
Background: As our previous three‐dimensional (3D) volumetric investigations have
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shown, noninsulated microneedle radiofrequency (NIMNRF) with 2.5‐mm penetration depth needles can induce long‐lasting tightening effects. However, further
tightening effects for deeper tissues were sometimes required. The objective of this
study was to investigate the efficacy of a novel fractional NIMNRF treatment
strategy with 5.0‐mm penetration depth needles.
Materials and Methods: Twenty Asian patients underwent full facial skin tightening
using a sharply tapered NIMNRF applicator with a novel fractionated pulse mode.
Patients received from 500 to 1000 pulses of 80 to 110 ms duration at a power of
10 to 14 W and a 1.5‐ to 5.0‐mm penetration depth. A topical anesthetic cream was
applied before treatment. 3D volumetric assessments were performed at 6 months
after the treatment. Patients rated their satisfaction using a 5‐point scale at each
follow‐up.
Results: Objective assessments with superimposed 3D color images showed a
significant volumetric reduction in lower two‐thirds of the face for all patients.
About 85% of the patients were either “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with the
treatment results. Side effects were mild and included a slight burning sensation and
mild erythema that were minor and transitory. Posttreatment hyperpigmentation
was not present, neither were other complications.
Conclusions: The advantages of the novel fractional NIMNRF treatment are the high
potency of facial tightening effects, and reduction of discomfort and side effects.
Taken together, these characteristics facilitate the ability to give repeated treatments and provide an alternative or adjunct treatment for patients with improved
results.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

past few decades.1 Regardless of age and skin type, clinical signs
of skin laxity are common complaints among patients seeking

With new esthetic technologies being introduced into practice in the

rejuvenation and cosmetic procedures.1,2

past few decades, the demand for a noninvasive and long‐lasting

Although procedures such as face‐lift and thread‐lift are effec-

treatment to induce skin tightening has grown dramatically over the

tive for the treatment of skin laxity, they cannot improve the skin
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texture or achieve skin rejuvenation. In addition, scar formation may

consent document of participation following an explanation of the

occur after a face‐lift, and similarly, visible threads or an unnatural

study design and execution, and agreed to the publication of results

look can be problematic after a thread‐lift.

2

and images.

A major cause of wrinkles and skin laxity is the reduction in
quantity and quality of collagen in the dermis and hypodermis.3 We
previously reported that near‐infrared or radiofrequency (RF)

2.2 | NIMNRF treatment

treatments stimulated the collagen and elastin production while
safely and effectively promoting long‐lasting skin tightening results

The very sharply tapered NIMNRF applicator, operating with a novel

that treat laxity.1,2,4–13

fractionated pulse mode used in this study (Intensif Handpiece;

Noninsulated microneedle radiofrequency (NIMNRF) treatment

EndyMed Medical, Caesarea, Israel), is a novel FDA‐cleared hand-

with 2.5‐mm penetration depth needles has been shown to induce

piece that uses a sterile treatment tip with 25 noninsulated gold‐

long‐lasting skin tightening effects in previous studies.1,2,9,14–16 This

plated microneedle electrodes (Figure 1). The system platform

device formed cylindrical microzones of coagulation in the papillary

(1 MHz) incorporates six independent phase‐controlled RF gen-

and reticular dermis with minimal damage to the epidermis.

erators that allow the RF microneedles to induce skin remodeling

Furthermore, RF emission delivered over the whole dermal portion

through controlled dermal coagulation. The needle penetration depth

of the needle allowed effective coagulation, resulting in minimal or no

is up to 5.0 mm with digitally controlled increments of 0.1 mm.

bleeding, as well as bulk volumetric heating.1,2,16

The power is adjustable from 0 to 25 W with increments of 1 W. The

Although long‐lasting skin tightening effects without scarring on
the lower two‐thirds of the face were observed for up to 6 months

pulse duration could be changed in 30 ms increments (maximal pulse
duration of 200 ms).

after NIMNRF treatment with 2.5‐mm penetration depth needles in

The cheek area was treated with a pulse duration of 110 ms at

our prior studies, some of the patients sought further tightening

14 W and 5.0‐mm penetration depth. The skin on the neck was

effects.1,2

treated with a pulse duration of 80 ms at 12 W and 1.5‐mm

A limitation in studies designed to measure the tightening effects

penetration depth. Other areas, such as the forehead and nasal,

is the absence of an agreed standard for precisely capturing the

periorbital, perioral, and mandibular areas, were treated with a pulse

levels of observed effects. Two‐dimensional (2D) imaging has been

duration of 80 ms, 10 W, and 1.5‐mm penetration depth. All patients

widely used but may not be an accurate objective representation. In

received between 500 and 1000 pulses. Two rounds of treatment

the author's prior studies, this limitation could be overcome by the

were performed with a 1‐month interval in between.

addition of a superimposed 3D color schematic scan to increase data

Especially sharp and tapered gold‐plated needles were used and

precision, and results not visible in 2D images could be

a unique step motor enabled the needles to smoothly penetrate into

demonstrated.1,2,7,8

the skin and thereby reduce the discomfort and pain. The difference

In this study, a novel fractional NIMNRF treatment with 5.0‐mm

in electrical impedance between epidermis (high impedance) and

penetration depth needles was performed and definitive clinical

dermis (lower impedance) further increased the selectivity‐enhancing

evidence of facial tightening was provided.

RF flow through the dermis.1,2

2 | MAT E R I AL S A N D M E TH O DS
2.1 | Patients
Twenty Asian patients (18 females and 2 males) aged between 31
and 70 years (mean age, 50.1 ± 11.8 years) with Fitzpatrick skin type
III‐IV were enrolled in this study. All of the patients visited the Clinica
Tanaka Anti‐aging Center to achieve full facial skin tightening. None
of the patients had a history of any type of skin disease or cosmetic
procedure that affected the treatment areas. A topical anesthetic
cream was applied to the patient's skin for 60 minutes before
treatment. The posttreatment skincare regimen consisted of a gentle
cleanser and sunblock. Patients did not use any specific skincare
products and had no specific diet. Patients who exhibited weight loss
during the study period were excluded from volumetric measurement analyses because changes in diet and/or exercise may affect the
volumetric changes. After reading the experimental protocol and
being advised of the treatment risks, all patients signed an informed

F I G U R E 1 Sterilized treatment tip with 25 very sharp,
noninsulated, gold‐plated microneedles (left) and handpiece (right)
used in this study (Intensif Handpiece; EndyMed Medical, Caesarea,
Israel)
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NIMNRF treatment was performed without oral, intravenous
anesthesia, and contact cooling. All patients were treated by the

3

results based on the 5‐point assessment scale of 0 to 4 (average
score: 3.35 ± 0.75) at 6 months posttreatment (Figure 5).
Overall, the treatment was well tolerated and patients experienced

same physician.

minimal discomfort. Complications were minor and transitory, with
effects such as a slight burning sensation or mild erythema resolving

2.3 | Objective assessments

within 5 hours. Side effects such as postinflammatory hyperpigmentation,
epidermal burns, and scar formation were not observed throughout

Digital facial photographs and 3D imaging were used as objective

the study.

assessments and obtained through a Canfield Scientific Vectra Handy
camera and software (Canfield Scientific Inc, Fairfield, NJ). This
system is designed to realistically capture the surface shape and also

4 | D IS C U S S I O N

2D color information. The image capture sequence of the camera was
set to less than 3 ms to accurately capture the facial shapes even if

The present study demonstrated that the novel fractional NIMNRF

the subject was not perfectly still.

treatment with 5.0‐mm penetration depth needles is a safe and

Superimposed 3D color schematic representations were used to

effective procedure to provide facial tightening as evidenced by

indicate the volumetric changes in the face between pretreatment

marked volumetric reduction. Tightening effects in cheek, nasal, and

and posttreatment, showing varying degrees of tightening by colors

perioral areas induced by the NIMNRF treatment could be seen in

ranging from yellow to red zones (red, −5 mm change). Areas of no

the superimposed 3D color schematic representations up to

change were illuminated as green zones. The volumetric changes

6 months in all patients. Volumetric reduction and improvement of

were measured in milliliters based on pre‐ and posttreatment images

skin texture and dilated skin pores in the treated areas were also

of the treated areas. 3D volumetric assessments were performed up

observed.
A very sharply tapered NIMNRF applicator with novel fractionated

to 6 months after the treatment.
Care was taken to ensure a similarly neutral, nonsmiling

pulse mode was used in this and the author's prior studies.1,2,9,14–16 This
device achieves cylindrical microzones of coagulation in the papillary

expression in both pre‐ and posttreatment photographs.

and reticular dermis with minimal damage to the epidermis.1,2,15,16 The
needles are inserted into the skin by a specially designed smooth motion

2.4 | Subjective assessments

motor that is electronically controlled to minimize the patient
discomfort and pain.1,2,15,16 Furthermore, RF emission delivered over

Subjective data were obtained from patients via questionnaires col-

the whole dermal portion of the needle allows effective coagulation

lected at 6 months after treatment. Patients also rated their

resulting in minimal or no bleeding, along with bulk volumetric

satisfaction with the degree of improvement to the treatment areas.

heating.1,2,15,16

A 0 to 4 rating system was deployed, with 0 representing a worse

The results appeared to be significant even though only two

outcome, 1 = minimal satisfaction/lack of acceptable outcome,

treatments were performed. This significant efficacy can be explained by three specific features of the device (Figure 1). First, this

2 = fairly satisfied, 3 = satisfied, and 4 = very satisfied.

procedure produced deeper skin penetration of the microneedles (up
to 5.0 mm). Electronically controlled penetration allows more exact

3 | RESULTS

monitoring of the penetration depth, which can be customized for
different treatment areas.1,2,15,16

Objective assessments evaluated with the superimposed 3D color

Second, the gold‐plated noninsulated needles have a smooth

schematic representation showed marked volumetric reduction for

insertion that presents a significant advantage over first‐generation

all patients after NIMNRF treatment. Representative 2D color ima-

insulated and stainless steel needles. The clinical efficacy of insulated

ges, superimposed 3D color images, and volumetric reductions are

needles is limited by the small volume of heat produced by the

shown in Figures 2–4.

emission of RF only at the small noninsulated area near the tip and

Significant tightening effects on the lower two‐third of the face,

significant micro bleeding induced by the treatment.1,2,15,16 On the

as well as cheeks, nasal, and perioral areas, lasted for 6 months in all

contrary, the noninsulated gold‐plated needles used here emit RF

patients. Although the skin of the nasal dorsum was tightened in all

throughout the whole length, thus allowing heating of three times the

patients, volumetric reduction on the nasal tip was not observed in

volume.16 After the needle is inserted to its maximal depth, due to a

any

volumetric

lower impedance in the dermis relative to the epidermis, the RF will

reductions in the lower half of the cheek and periorbital area were

flow through the dermis with no epidermal coagulation and thus

not observed in most patients.

there is no need for insulation.1,2,15,16

patient

throughout

the

study.

Furthermore,

Most patients reported subjective tightening effects and

Third, smooth insertion of the needle by an electronically

improvement in skin texture and dilated skin pores. About 85%

controlled motor used in the system tested here resulted in minimal

patients were either “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with the treatment

patient pain and downtime while also minimizing trauma to the

4
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F I G U R E 2 Representative photographs of the NIMNRF treatment, before (above left) and after treatment (above right). A 36‐year‐old
Japanese female. Marked improvement of skin laxity was observed in 2D color digital photographs compared to the pretreatment (above).
Volumetric reduction in superimposed 3D volumetric assessment was observed 6 months after the treatment compared with the pretreatment
(below). The varying degrees of tightening achieved are shown in colors yellow to red (red, −5.0 mm change). Green areas indicated no changes
to the face. 2D, two‐dimensional; 3D, three‐dimensional; NIMNRF, noninsulated microneedle radiofrequency

epidermis and bleeding.1,2,15,16 Other technologies that use fixed

lower half of the cheek. The novel fractional NIMNRF treatment

needles inserted by hand or by a spring mechanism are frequently

with 5.0‐mm penetration depth needles used in this study can be

more damaging to the epidermis and may increase the incidence of

effective for tightening the subcutaneous fat layer and body

16

treatments for cellulite improvement and stretch

posttreatment hyperpigmentation.

In the prior studies, NIMNRF treatment with 2.5‐mm
penetration depth needles could provide significant volumetric
reductions at 6 and 12 months posttreatment compared to pre-

marks,

compared to NIMNRF treatment with 2.5‐mm penetration depth
needles.
Interestingly, although nasal and perioral skin was tightened, the

observed

volumetric reduction was not observed on the nasal tip in all patients

between 6 and 12 months after treatment and these results

throughout the study. In the aging nose, the nasal tip can droop

demonstrate that the tightening effects induced by NIMNRF are

secondary to atrophy of underlying bone to produce a relatively

long‐lasting.1,2 However, some of the patients seek further

prominent dorsal hump.17–19 NIMNRF treatment may enable

tightening effects of the lower half of the face, especially the

nonsurgical enhancement of the nasal tip projection and shape

treatment,

but

statistical

significance

was

not
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F I G U R E 3 Representative photographs of the NIMNRF treatment, before (above left) and after treatment (above right). A 50‐year‐old
Japanese female. Marked improvement of skin laxity was observed in 2D color digital photographs compared to the pretreatment (above).
Volumetric reduction in superimposed 3D volumetric assessment was observed 6 months after the treatment compared with the pretreatment
(below). The varying degrees of tightening achieved are shown in colors yellow to red (red, −5.0 mm change). Green areas indicated no changes
to the face. 2D, two‐dimensional; 3D, three‐dimensional; NIMNRF, noninsulated microneedle radiofrequency

rejuvenation due to the skin tightening effect on the nasal dorsum

improvement facial tightening effects were observed after the

and improvement of dilated skin pores.2

treatment at the tested power output, further studies are needed

Although conventional evaluations using 2D color photographs

to determine if a higher power output or increased treatment

could not show significant tightening effects, the 3D volumetric as-

frequency maybe even more effective for tightening and

sessment showed the distribution of volumetric change and most

rejuvenation of the lower half of the cheek and treatment of

patients reported subjective tightening effects and improvement of

baggy eyelids. Furthermore, this NIMNRF treatment may also

skin texture and dilated skin pores.

offer an alternative method for enhancement of nasal tip

Most patients in this study were satisfied with their results
and the treatment was well tolerated with minimal discomfort

projection and nasal rejuvenation as well as facial tightening
when several treatments are performed.

and pain even though it was performed without oral or in-

It should be noted that this was a preliminary study based on

travenous anesthesia and contact cooling. Although impressive

a fairly small number of patients. The absence of a control group

6
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F I G U R E 4 Representative photographs of the NIMNRF treatment, before (above left) and after treatment (above right). A 60‐year‐old
Japanese female. Marked improvement of skin laxity was observed in 2D color digital photographs compared with the pretreatment (above).
Volumetric reduction in superimposed 3D volumetric assessment was observed 6 months after the treatment compared with the pretreatment
(below). The varying degrees of tightening achieved are shown in colors yellow to red (red, −5.0 mm change). Green areas indicated no changes
to the face. 2D, two‐dimensional; 3D, three‐dimensional; NIMNRF, noninsulated microneedle radiofrequency

and a comparison study may limit the significance of these findings. Moreover, lifestyle choices, including diet, alcohol and salt
intake, exercise, and sleep patterns may affect the outcomes
reported in this study.
In conclusion, the major advantage of this NIMNRF facial tightening
system is its long‐lasting high efficacy. Moreover, this technique produced
F I G U R E 5 Subjective satisfaction with the results at 6 months
posttreatment (“very satisfied” [blue], “satisfied” [light blue], and
“fairly satisfied” [green])

minimal complications and downtime as well as a few side effects.
Overall, this noninvasive fractional NIMNRF approach provides safe,
long‐lasting, and effective treatment for facial tightening.
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